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Welcome to the first edition of The Rogue Gazette,

our new quarterly newsletter. After opening the

Boston Annex and successfully hosting author events,

we asked ourselves, “what more can we do to give

back to our community?” The answer was clear:

create a way to share news and information, thoughts

and ideas, fun and adventures with a wider audience

than the Annex itself can physically host at any one

time. And so, with the help of our loyal team, The

Rogue Gazette was born.

We seek to both educate and entertain you, our

readers, on the subject of leather lifestyle and

culture, M/s Relationships and kink. Through these

pages we hope to provide articles, interviews, reviews

and tidbits of information on the lifestyle. Though

each of these columns won’t be in every newsletter,

we do intend to have our question and answer

segment Ask Miss Abernathy as well as Story Time

with Mama Vi as regular features on which you can

rely.

We want this newsletter to be entertaining and

informative, at times contrary, but above all useful.

We strive to bring our diverse communities together

with compassionate inclusivity. By nurturing dialog we

can cross barriers and foster personal and community

growth. And in the process we hope to dream and

have fun with each of you as we journey together

through the rogue pages of our rogue gazette.

I hope you enjoy this first issue and do let us know

if there are any topics you’d like to see covered in the

future.

Welcome, and thanks for reading.

Stephan and Sweetwisteria, Boston Annex Griots

And our loyal newsletter team:

Cristina and Dee

I Talked to Grandmame and She Is So

Proud She Could Burst

A Conversation with Mama Vi

There is so much of our tribe’s history wrapped

up in the Boston Area, from Connecticut all the way

up to Maine, there is so much there. The

importance of saving it is a given, but we need to

share that history, touch it, and pass it on so that

our next generation understands that they are the

next stone in a very long path. It is most important

that the younger generation understands that they

are not alone. They have ancestors to remind them

that our history is not just ancient, they are also

making history right now.

Stephan understands in more ways than I ever

imagined. I never thought that he would grasp it so

quickly, understand that it’s about yesterday, today

and tomorrow. Things that I can’t wrap my brain

around but our next generation is doing. Our

history is alive and continuing right now.

History is not just the written word, it’s the

emotion, it’s the story within the story that

occasionally pops up. It’s the memory it may

trigger. For this old dog, sometimes it is even the

tears as I look at this new generation with a wave

of pride. Watching you guys roll.

I understand the way my grandmother felt when

she used to watch me doing different things. I get it

now. That’s where the joy is.. more than just the

message. I want you to start off with: I talked to

Grandmame and she is so proud she could burst.
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Ask Miss Abernathy
by Andrew James

Dear Miss Abernathy,
I’ve been active in my local scene as a Top for

over twenty years. I recently met a Master and

entered into a 24/7 relationship with Him as His

slave. The blowback I’m getting from the local

community is intense. I’m hearing that I was “never

a real Top” because “real Tops can’t submit.” I still

have two submissives of my own and I enjoy

topping in SM scenes. Am I deluding myself about

being a slave?

Sleepless in Seattle

Dear Sleepless,
Congratulations on your new relationship! I

wish you and your Master the very best.

What you’re experiencing with your local

community is, unfortunately, far too common. M/s is

a tiny subculture under the broad umbrella of kink.

People in play-focused communities are often

clueless about how M/s and D/s dynamics actually

work.

Your critics are confusing a number of concepts.

First, the terminology for What We Do has evolved

over the years. When Miss Abernathy was a young

kinkster in the 1990s, the terms Dom(me) and Top

were virtual synonyms, as were sub and bottom. We

used Leather as a catch-all for what today we’d call

BDSM: physical activities like bondage and flogging,

plus rough sex, including fisting. Dominance and

submission usually meant fantasy roles in an SM

scene or “mind games” like humiliation.

Times have changed. Today we distinguish

between Top/bottom as sexual or play roles and

Dom(me)/sub or Master/slave as distinct relationship

paradigms. The way we talk about those relationship

models has also shifted; we use terms like Total Power

Exchange (TPE), Total Authority-Transfer (TAT), and

Unequal Partnership to refer to non-egalitarian

relationships. Leather is just one subculture—albeit

the most visible—among many and has expanded far

beyond its origins among gay men to include people

of all genders and orientations.

We in the M/s world also recognize that

personality types do not always correspond to our

chosen roles in relationships. Not all s-types are

inherently submissive; “power slaves” typically have

dominant personalities and may be in positions of

authority in their professional lives, but choose to be

in service-based personal relationships. And, of

course, there is the old training model in which a

novice Master learned the ropes by serving under a

senior Master. Although it is less common today, this

style of mentoring still exists.

While most people in the M/s lifestyle stay on one

side of the slash, some of us (Miss Abernathy

included) develop our roles based on the chemistry

we have with a given individual. Sometimes referred

to as relational M/s, this is a perfectly valid approach

to What We Do. It’s comparable to being bisexual or

an SM switch: Just as bisexuals experience attraction

to more than one gender, and switches enjoy both

topping and bottoming, some people can experience

fulfillment in more than one M/s role. It all depends on

the individuals in question.

Our community has several prominent people

who have moved from submissive to Dominant or vice

versa. Others are in service to an M-type while

simultaneously owning one or more slaves. Poly M/s

folks often have different dynamics with their various

partners. You might find an M-type who owns a slave

but also has a boy and a pup, or another who has an

egalitarian life partner alongside a submissive girl. A

slave who is also a little may have relationships with

both a Master and a Daddy.

In short, dear Sleepless, it’s not you, it’s them.

You owe no one an explanation, let alone an apology,

for following your bliss. May you serve with honor and

joy.

Please send questions for Miss Abernathy to

aj@heartofds.com.

Andrew James is the author of the Miss Abernathy books

(Greenery Press) and of The Way of the Pleasure Slave

(Alfred Press). His website is HeartofDs.com.
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The pew I am sitting in is hard; it dates back to

the 1800s. The church itself is in the center of my

town and dates back to the town’s founding in

1655. Not old by European standards, but my

church has roots that run deep in the fabric of

American society. Despite the hard pew, it is a

comfortable place and I feel connected to history as

I sit here on the first Sunday after the summer

hiatus. I look around the sanctuary at all my church

friends and many newcomers who are currently

sharing this space. I can’t help myself, I become a

little bit emotional being here in one of my safe

spaces knowing that it is a welcoming place for

populations far more marginalized than I, a

heterosexual caucasian woman in modern society.

I am a Unitarian Universalist. My faith holds dear

seven Principles, which serve as strong foundational

values and as a moral guide for living an honorable

life. The first of these Principles proclaims “the

inherent worth and dignity of every person.” It is

this Principle that resonates deep within my soul on

a daily basis, and it is the one that is making me

feel emotional today. Almost twenty years ago, this

Principle was the catalyst that led the members of

my church to become a Welcoming Congregation for

the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer

(LGBTQ) community. It inspired us to hang proudly a

rainbow flag from our historic building in my town’s

historic center.

Becoming a Welcoming Congregation was a

deliberate, intentional, loving process. According to

the Unitarian Universalist Association: “Being

welcoming means striving for radical inclusion, and

creating spaces that honor every part of our

identities, backgrounds, and experiences.” When we

began the process years ago, I wanted to include

everyone by engendering a safe space for a diverse

population. At first, I and many others didn’t

understand why we were singling out any particular

group since our overarching value was inclusion.

Why this one group and why now?

My minister explained being welcoming

intentionally to one group of people doesn’t

preclude being open and welcoming to all. It means

we are recognizing that this specific group of people

at this point in time is dangerously marginalized in

society. Offering LGBTQ people a spiritual home - a

place where they will be truly welcomed - and

inviting them to become an integral part of our

community, might be both a figurative and literal

life saver. And so, years ago we voted by a large

margin to become an official Welcoming Congregation

and we actively continue this work today.

It was within this Welcoming Congregation - this

church home where sexual and gender diversity were

a normal course of life and acceptance - that for over

twenty years I raised two boys, volunteered, and

taught Sunday school. I had forgotten over time to be

intentional and mindful, to realize even in modern

society twenty years on we are still a unique safe

haven. Being an ally, but not a member of this

marginalized group, I wasn’t faced directly with just

how dangerous the world remains for LGBTQ

individuals. In light of the anger and hatred and

transphobia in the news / social media of late, I have

been feeling dis-heartened.

And so, here I sit content in my own safe space

listening to the hymns, hearing the sermon welcoming

us home, welcoming newcomers to join us for the

ingathering water communion service. I chat with my

neighbors, as we all hold hands and make a

connection, each and every one of us in the

sanctuary, enough of a physical connection that we

are able to cause one of those handheld electricity

toys to light up. We are an unbroken chain of people

all through the pews. I look around me and tears fill

my eyes. I truly notice who populates my church, with

whom I share spiritual safe space. I see a rainbow of

diversity: sexuality, gender, socioeconomic and

though to a lesser degree ethnic diversity as well. My

heart is warmed. And, in some ways I think the fact

that I had forgotten to notice was a good thing

because my fellow congregants, my church friends,

my fellow travelers in the quest for personal spiritual

truth, for shared community space, for safe haven and

for retreat from the world at large were simply that:

friends for what was inside their hearts and minds.

And I wonder, is my church unique? I hope that it is

not. However, I believe even if it is, it certainly doesn’t

have to be. We are special, but not in a way that can’t

be emulated. Unitarian Universalists simply have and

live out the desire to celebrate the spirit of all

humanity by recognizing that we can’t do that if we

marginalize even one of us. We have chosen to do the

hard work of radical inclusion, but this pathway is not

ours alone. Imagine if everyone chose to look inside

the hearts and souls, minds and intellects of their

neighbors, of those least similar to them, what would

they see? What could be created in this world of ours

if we all truly lived out the value “hate has no home

here.” What could we create if we all embraced love

as a fundamental truth and allowed it to pervade our
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lives?

And I realise again, as if for the first time, the

vital importance of being intentional and loving

towards those with whom we share and celebrate

the blessings and sorrows of life. It truly matters the

choices we make as we walk the paths we choose

to walk on this all too short journey we call “life.”

Dee, an active member of MAsT Massachusetts, is an avid

writer, especially of memoirs. She attends her local

Unitarian Universalist Church. She can be found on FET as

tealover_dee.

For more information: PFLAG (pflag.org).

Leather Pride Flag

The Leather Pride flag was created in 1989 on

the twentieth anniversary of the Stonewall Riots by

artist and Drummer Magazine Columnist, Tony De

Blase. It was first displayed at the International Mr.

Leather Competition in Chicago in that same year.

Mr. De Blase left the symbolism of the flag vague

on purpose. He wanted the community to make the

flag their own, to interpret the symbols for

themselves, and to ascribe meaning accordingly.

In the most common interpretation: the red

heart represents love; the white stripe symbolizes

the purity of an understanding, open and honest

relationship; the black stripes are leather and the

blue stripes are denim. The flag is meant to

represent the entire Leather Community. The

original prototype flag is currently on display at the

Leather Archives and Museum in Chicago

(https://leatherarchives.org/).

Snippets of Leather History
by Stephan

Occasionally the newsletter will include a small

piece of leather history. I will be looking at different

people, events, books, and art which influenced

leather and helped to form the leather identity of

today.

In this issue, I want to introduce Touko Valio

Laaksonen aka Tom of Finland, an artist and cultural

revolutionist. Tom of Finland produced homoerotic

fetish art in the 1950s through his death in the 1990s.

Tom of Finland created an image of what a

leatherman is, or at least our erotic idealization of a

leatherman. The leather community influenced Tom of

Finland as much as he influenced the community.

Some of his friends would go to a tailor to make the

clothing in his art, which propelled Tom of Finland to

make more art.

His influence is still felt today. After his death, the

Tom of Finland Foundation was founded to continue to

promote and provide a space for erotic art, books and

events.

www.tomoffinlandfoundation.org

Stephan has been exploring M/s, kink and poly for over 20

years. In 2016, he and his family established the Boston

Annex of the Carter Johnson Library and Collections.

Currently, he and his slave are establishing a leather family in

New England, bringing back some roots of M/s and leather to

his local community.
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